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ABSTRACT. The usefulness of spectral data in estimating intermolecular 

triplet excitation transfer rates is found to be rather limited and to 

depend explicitly on the mechanisms which allow the optical transitions. 

Necessary conditions for the validity of such use of spectra are given, 

and the otherwise required correction factors are discussed and estimated. 

RESUMO. Mostra-se que a utilidade dos espectros no cálculo de taxas de 

transferencia de energia de excitação triplete é limitada e depende dos 

mecanismos que tornam as transições óticas permitidas. São especificadas 

as condições necessárias para que estes espectros possam ser diretamente 

utilizados» e discutidas e estimadas as correções para os casos em que 

essas condições nâo sao satisfeitas. 

* Research partially supported by the Brazilian Agency CNPq and partially 
supported by the NSF grant PCM-77-20230. 

t Based on part of a Ph.D thesis presented to the University of Rochester. 
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Qcxtcr's expression (1) for the rate of t r i p l e t exc i ten t r an s f e r in 

the di f fus ive l imit (l:.q. 1) has been used in c a l c u l a t i o n s of t ranspor t quan

t i t i e s in organic c r y s t a l s ( 2 - 5 ) . I t r e l a t e ? the r a t e cf t r a n s f e r of t r i p l e t 

exci tat ion from molecule A to B, IV , to the exchange i n t e r a c t i o n cnert;v c< 
AH 

between the molecules and to the normalized phosphorescence spectrum f and 

triplet absorption spectrum F of donor A and acceptor B as follows: 

»AB " f *2 'VE> V E> d U " « ^ 

Tim connection with the spectra follows from the identification of the vibrational 

factors involved in the transfer with those occurring in the spectra of the 

molecules. A similar expression had been derived by Kirs ter {(>) for the rate 

of transfer of singlet excitons with dipolc allowed transitions, in which case 

the matrix elements involved in the transfer and in the radiative transition 

of the molecules arc the same, namely, those of a dipolc interaction. However, 

in the cose of triplet excitons, when the transfer is mediated by an exchange 

interaction the connection with the spectra is not so obvious. This analysis 

of the vibrational factors occurring in the triplet transfer and in the 

triplet spectra of the molecules shows that they are not always the same and 

establishes conditions for the validity of Dexter's expression. 

We first analyze the vibrational structure of the spectra, which are 

determined by the mechanisms by which the triplet state gains its radiativo 

properties. For this wc consider the electronic llarnij tonian to first order 

in the nuclear displacement Q (7) 

3H.. 0 *»!..„•* 0 

Mo * "so * I [ sç j % + ;; lsç-j % <2> 

where if. contains the part of the thimil tonian which depends only on electron 



coordinates plus the electron-nuclei interact ion, li is the spin-urbit 

in teract ion, ami the superscripts zero refer to the equilibrium nuclear posi

t ions :it which these quanti t ies are evaluated. The summations ore carried 

out over the molecular normal modes. On the iuisir. of (2) the taost import.-inr. 

types of perturbation mixing s ta tes of different mul t ip l ic i t ies ;>.re: 
i) 

(a) First order spin-orbit coupling, through li t,. 

(b) Second order spin-orbit-vibronic coupling, through II* . * '• JT; "! <\.. 

via an intermediate t r i p l e t or singlet s t a t e . 

i5,iso!° 
(c) l-'irst-ordcr spin-vibronic coupling, through .;-ĵ r-r— Q. • 

Mechanism (a) should dominate the mixing. iVhen it i;; sy:iuaetry forbidden, 

as in the coupling between if, it* singlet and triplet transitions in planar 

aromatic molecules (8), the vibrationally induced terms may become important. 

he consider now the radiative transition between the vibronic triplet 

state '4'A and'1 the ground state t|; A , where A and A arc the triplet arid 

ground state vibrational wave functions, respectively. We t:ikc t!u: ground 

state as a pure singlet state and the triplet to be a mixture with sJr.,',1 -t.. 

through two kinds of mechanisms: (i) direct spin-orbit coupling («urchnüLwü 

(a)); (j) vibrationally induced spin-orbit coupling fn.i.-ch;inîi..> (b) or i <:'<). 

'lTie vibrational factors which appear in the transition probabilities arc 

respectively given by 

P1 « |<AJ iA°>|2 ÍM 

where wc have assumed that only one vibrational normal mode, Q , has the 

right symmetry to contribute to the vibrational mixing as is generally the 

case. This is a nontotally symmetric vibration usually known as the promoting 



•ode. In the harmonic approximation the vibrational functions can be written 

as a product of normal modes X » m. being the number of phonons in normal mode 
mk He 

k. Equations (3) and (4) become: 

P* - n |<x* (Qk)|xJ(Qk)>i.
2 (S) 

Pj-l<Xm(Qp)lQplx^(Qp)>|
2n' l<x^(Qk)lx>k)>|

2 (6) 

where the initial ground state is assumed not vibrationally excited and *' 

neans a product over all normal modes except the promoting mode. From the 

properties of a functions x(Q) it follows that, for totally symmetric (TS) 

•odes <X_lx0
> / 0 for all m, and for nontotally symmetric (NTS) modes 

*X IXA*' f 0 f° r • ev«n and zero for m odd while <X_lQlx0
> t ° f°r * 0t,tI on<i 

zero for m even. Consequently in case (i) all progressions of TS modes and 

even progressions of NTS ones can appear in the spectrum. Since for NTS modes 

<X0lx_
> is very small for m > 2 spectrum (i) shows essentially TS vibrations 

based on the origin. In case (j) the spectrum contains a vibrational 

progression of odd number of quanta of the NTS promoting mode and progressions 

of TS vibrations based on the vibronic origin. From now on we call these two 

types of spectra subspectrum i and subspcctrum j. 

In general the triplet absorption and phosphorescence spectra contain 

a superposition of subspectra i and j. This is a consequence of the presence 

of different mechanisms of coupling either in the same sublevel or in each 

of the three triplet sublevels, because of differences in symmetry. Good 

examples are the spectra of haloaromatics which show a subspcctrum i, due to a 

direct spin-orbit coupling of the wir* triplet transition to a on* singlet, 

transition and a subspectrum j due to the vibrationally induced coupling 
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of the *•• triple;, to the TTB* sublet transitions (8-11). In terns of : recent 

.review (12), our suuspectrum i corresponds to terms of types I, II, and III; 

subspectrum j corresponds to terns of type IV and V. 

He review now briefly the derivation of the expression for the rate of 

triplet transfer. Starting from the Golden Rule one arrives at the following 

expression for the rate of transfer of excitation from molecule A to B (1): 

»AB 8 f /dE /dtóÂ 6' «?À> /«S «(V I V i ' ~™ 

where w' and u» arc, respectively, the vibrational energies of the excited and 

ground states of the molecules, g(oj) is the probability for energy state u> 

and U_. the interaction matrix clement between final and initial state. 

If the excitation is triplet 

UBA - B < A X - E + WA> lAA^><AB(ii " W0 + V K'V* (8) 

where tiL and W are the pura electronic energies of molecules A and B, A 

and A are the triplet and ground state vibrational functions, respectively, 

and 0 is the electron-exchnnge matrix element of the interaction energy between 

the molecules. If the spin-orbit interaction is considered, a Coulomb term 

2 

of the form A J, with X being the mixing coefficient and J the Coulomb inter-, 

action between the singlets involved in the mixing, would also contribute to 

Eq. (8). However, except for systems with very large spin-orbit couplings, 
2 • • • ' • • • . ' ' ' 

A J « S and the Co ilomb term can be neglected» 

A comparison of Eq. (8) with Eqs. (3) and (4) shows that the vibrational 

factors appearing íi the transfer rate and in the phosphorescence and triplet 

absorption spectra of the molecules are the same only if the radiative 
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transitions giving rise to these spectra gain their singlet character by a 

spin-orbit*coupling mechanism which is not vibrationaily induced. Otherwise 

the spectra contain odd progressions of NTS vibrations and TS progressions 

built on the vibronic origin which do not have, any relation to the leading 

term of the transfer matrix element. Therefore the Dexter expression should 

be revised to* 
i 

*AB * T ** / fA Í ) (E) F|Í} (E) d E Á9) 

where f!: .and F^ ' are respectively the rcnormalized phosphorescence sub-

spectrum i of molecule A and the renomlized triplet absorption subspectrum 

i of molecule B. That is, the use of the spectra of the molecules in the cal-

culation of the rate of triplet transfer is only possible if: 

(a) The spectra of both molecules contain a subspectrum of type i. 

(b) The vibrational structure of the spectra is well resolved and the 

assignment of the vibrational bands is known so that subspectra i and 

j can be separated. 

We now discuss the size and direction of the error in the rate of transfer 

when the correction of the spectra (subtraction of subspectrum j) is not 

considered. For nonidentical molecules the correction may either increase 

or decrease the rate, depending on the molecules. The changes can be so 

drastic as to make a predicted finite transfer rate, calculated using the 

1 

In order to represent transition moments more precisely, the spectral 

functions appearing in expressions such as these should be normalized 

modified spectra in the sense 

f(B) « E"3A(E){/E"3A(E)dE}"1 and F(E) - E"1o(E)i/E"1o(E)dE)"1, 

where A(E) and o(E) are the emission and absorption curves, respectively. 

For simplicity we shall continue to say "normalized spectra." 
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whole spectra, zero. This would be the case when only subspectrum j of one 

'iaolecule overlaps with the spectrum of the other molecule. 

In the case of identical molecules the situation is somewhat more definite. 

If the vibrational bands arc well resolved (a necessary condition for a 

quantitative correction) the only bands which overlap are the 0-0 ones. 

Denoting b y j . and JL ~ the 0-0 bands of the phosphorescence spectrum 

of molecule A and of the triplet absorption spectrum of molecule B, respectively, 

we may write the corrected rate of transfer as 

wC 2 * a2 l f?°~0 , r l 1 0 - 0 , r l ... , , n 
W A B S T B - T T ' C A ( E ) T B ( E ) al: ( I 0 ) 

A JB 

i i • 

where I. and I are, respectively, the integrated intensities of subspectra _i_ 

of the phosphorescence of A and absorption of P>. The ratio of this rate and 

the one calculated by expression (I) is 

W A B / W A B = 1 / V B ( l l ) 

where nA and n are, respectively, the fractions of the total spectra of A 

and B which belong to subspectrum i. Therefore, tor identical molecules tiie 

correction increases the predicted rate of transfer by a factor of I/n.n . 

The reason is that those parts of the spectrum which do not contribute to 

the transition matrix clement have "diluted" the effective density of stales 

during the normalization process and the dilution must be removed. 

To give an example, the spectra of phosphorescence and absorption of the 

lowest (flu*) triplet state of tctrachlorobcnzenc (TCB) (13) show a super

position of the two kinds of subspectra i_ and j _ . Phosphorescence 

microwave double rcsottancc (PMDR) techniques together with symmetry 

considerations (10) have shown that the subspectrum i comes from one of 
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the triplet sublcvels which is directly co.i;>leJ ;o a (on*'» or (nw*) single: 

state, the âubspectruti j cenxs fro;- another sublevel w\ oh is vibrationa iy 

coupled to (T»*) singlet stages and the third sublcv-i is very weakly ouplcd. 

Although there are uncertainties in the assignment of the vibrationa' struct-i 

of these spectra a reugh estimate leads to n. - O.S and n s 0.9 The reason 

for the lack of symmetry be-wocn the ai>sor tion and phosphorc _ence spectra ma; 

be that in the last one the r ;lativ: i> *;cnsity of subspecra i and j depends 

.on spin sublevel populations . ic.»- temperatures). Therefore the rate of 

triplet transfer between TCH r,ole:ules predicted u .ng these spectra should h* 

Multiplied by a factor of 2.2. 

Anthracene spectra have bee.; V.^JÚ Í.2-Í) in caiculatior jf triplet 
9 

transfer rates. In this cciic no correct'^-" " ti»e r- discussed above 

are necessary since the spec*-" .̂ .itains only TS vibrations based on the 

electronic ori^ir. yi4). 7!iis j < because the vihrntionally induced spin-orbit 

coupling, which is enhanced in lialoaroauUics by the presence of halogens (heavy-

atom effect) is-nejiJ igible compared to the direct spin-orbit interaction in 

aromatics (8). 

Connection with optical spectrum has also been established in the 

unified treatment of the wave like and diffusive behavior of the exciton, 

developed by Kcnkre and Knox (IS). They describe the transport of singlet 

excitons by a non Markoffian generalized master equation (CME) with a trarsfer " 

rate possessing a memory which is obtained from the spectra of the molecules. 

This rate is a generalization of Pbrstcr's rate (6). In the same way the GMK 

should be applicable to triplet transfer and a generalization of expression (ÍT 

for the rate should be obtained. In fact the application of the CMli to triple, 

transfer by exchange leads to the following expression for the rate: 



t 

This expression is similar to the one obtained for the singlet transfer except 

that only subspectru» i contributes to the transfer as in the diffusive case, 

expression (9). Subtraction of subspectru» j has here a stronger effect 

than in the diffusive case since it affects not only the overlap of the spectra, 

i 

which is here taken over the whole range of absorption and cnission, but disc the 

oscillations present in (12). 

In conclusion, we have'pointed out that a complete analysis of all vibra-

tional bands of the phosphorescence and absorption spectra of the donor and acceptor 

Molecules is necessary if one wishes to use spectra in the calculation of the 

rate of triplet-triplet transfer by exchange interaction. Interestingly enough, 

the correction pay either increase or decrease the prediction of Dexter's 

theory by significant factors. 

The authors acknowledge helpful conversations with Prof. Dexter. 
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